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COCO PALM UPDATE FOR 2014
Food & Beverage takes the lead with renovations while rooms undergo upgrade
Rodney Bay Village, SAINT LUCIA (6 January 2014) Coco Palm has undertaken expansion and renovation projects in our
rooms, Food & Beverage and public area in the last six months and will be continued in to 2014. The property continues to
upgrade the product to meet the expectations of today’s savvy traveler while catering to their changing needs for both the
leisure and corporate clients. In addition, we have a strong core of returning guests whom we consult with to address their
expectations.
ACCOMMODATION
Our premium rooms, six Luxe Swim Up and twelve Suites which offer a rack rate of up to US$500 in high season, have been
the first to be upgraded. Rooms were repainted in vibrant tropical colors, new soft furnishings and flat screen TV’s fitted.
Bathrooms underwent an upgrade and will continue through 2014. Additional room categories will commence later in 2014.
FOOD & BEVERAGE
Food & Beverage has been given priority over the last 18 months with the rebranding of the name change and over all décor
and furniture in KoKo Cabana Bistro and Bar. New skirted chairs in the formal dining room to create more comfort by day
and formal by night. The deck area has Tommy Bahama style chairs which have proven to be the premium seats for cocktail
hour and light snacks with a large comfy sofa used or relaxing and surfing the net.
KoKo Cabana’s Bistro menu is introducing Italian dishes as of February 2014 along with award winning Chef Richardson of
Trinidad’s popular steak and lamb shank. Additional seating was created on the deck area facing the Rodney Bay Boulevard
which catches the breeze and offers alfresco dining experience. A second phase of the deck expansion leading towards the
gazebo will be completed by February 2014. The additional space has allowed for 30 more seats gives KoKo Cabana a capacity
to offer 120 covers.
Due to the popularity of the newly introduced All Inclusive plan, a second restaurant, Creole Gill, located in the Kreole
courtyard opened in December 2013. The courtyard has undergone new brick decking, vibrant creole colours, direct access
from Rodney Bay Boulevard and seating for up to 30 guests. The Grill offers authentic creole dishes by Chef Richardson who
is renown for his tasty dishes. The new Grill has proven popular for private parties over the festive season as well as offering
breakouts from meetings held in the Kreole Conference room.
PORT CACHE
A new fountain has been added to the official welcome area for drop off an arrivals. The water feature has added ambiance and
has become a popular photo opportunity for departing guests capturing one last tropical image. In keeping with the overall
plan, the fountain is an added feature for the Feng Shui styled Coco Palm.
- END Located in the heart of Saint Lucia’s entertainment capital, the award-winning Coco Palm caters to the savvy traveler either on
work or pleasure. Offering a chic boutique hotel with affordable rates and unparalleled standards of style and service, contact
Reservations to plan your next meeting or visit. For further information email reservations@coco-resorts.com or call +1 758456-2800 or visit www.coco-resorts.com

